
100% Mobile Boarding

EMBARKmobile
automated boarding control

Introducing EMBARKmobile, the truly portable 
solution for automated airline passenger 
boarding from Damarel.

Get up-to-date and save money

By combining the latest mobile technology with the 
powerful and widely adopted Embark boarding 
system, you can reduce your dependence on �xed 
gate equipment and on Common Use infrastructure. 

If you currently use manual methods to verify 
passengers, imagine having live details of who has 
boarded the aircraft.

Be prepared – airports change by 
the minute

The solution is fast, secure and can be used with an array 
of equipment such as Apple or Android devices, as well as 
modern, mobile 2D barcode readers. 

Boarding gate agents simply carry the devices to where 
they’re needed next, helping to accurately match 
resource with demand regardless of location.

Lower Costs
Available for 

Apple & Android 
Devices



Increased Flexibility

EMBARKmobile
automated boarding control

Sta� will like it

The simple and intuitive interface takes vital seconds o� the 
boarding process. 

EMBARKmobile will not disrupt your team - it requires minimal 
training and support from lead agents and supervisors. 

EMBARKmobile is also fully compatible with Damarel’s L-DCS 
and Embark products.

Take advantage of the web

These days, airports have unprecedented access to internet services (Wi-Fi, 3G and now 4G), giving your 
organisation far more control over its own operations. Just a quick internet search reveals how airlines and 
airports are using the internet to solve all kinds of challenges and improve pro�ts.

It is available, so why not use it? No matter what infrastructure you currently have in place, we’ll help you 
get the implementation right.

Not just for the cool kids

Whatever image you have currently have - or want to 
have - being more e�cient and helping your customers 
is something every brand aspires to. 

Mobile technology can help you achieve that.

Customer Friendly
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If you are an Airline looking to increase margins or a Ground Handler who wants to o�er maximum bene�ts to clients, contact us 
and we will be happy to discuss what we can do to help your business or arrange a product demonstration. 


